
Week 20

Worms in Fred’s garden

Fred is weeding his pumpkins and beans. The pumpkins trail over the 
steps. The beans trail up in the air. But the leeks are ailing. “I must put 
bait out for the bugs,” Jay thinks. He pulls out some more weeds. 
Between the roots is a long, thin worm. 
“Worm, why do you eat my plants?” wails Fred and throws 
the worm on the lawn. 
“Don’t throw the worm to the birds, Fred,” says Grandpa. 
“It’s an earthworm. Earthworms dig small tunnels in the 
soil. The tunnels help the air and water to reach the roots of the plants. 
“I did not know that,” says Fred and picks up the worm from the grass. 
“You can come back, Worm! Come help the air and water to reach the 
roots of my pumpkins and beans! And stay away from the bait. The bait 
is for the snails.”

1. How many words with each of the sounds can you find in the reading lesson?  
Write the words in the boxes. Then write one word of your own under each sound.

ai sound as in paint ai sound as in hair

2. Can you find words in your read-
ing lesson that means the same as 
each of these words?
tiny - ______ 
cry - ______
return - ______

3. Can you find words in your reading 
lesson that means the opposite?
down - _____  
big - ______
go away - ______ 

4. Fill in the words to complete the sentences. Use the words in the box.

Fred picks up the worm from the grass.  “You can come back 
to _____ garden, Worm,” _____ says to the worm. “But _____ must 
stay away from the bait!” He goes on weeding _____ garden.

he   she 
my   you 
your   his
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